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Abstract: The present paper reports on influence of some nanoparticles of metal oxides on Saccharomyces and Rhodotorula 
yeast strains. It has been established that the main factors determining cell response to the action of metallic nanoparticles 
are concentration and dimension, as well as important indices of this adaptive reaction are proteins, carbohydrates, including 
β-glucans and mannoproteins, and carotenoid pigments content.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
  

Nanotechnologies represents an innovative scientific and economic domain. The unique properties and utility 
of nanoparticles (NPs) allow application in different fields such as biology, medicine, chemistry, physics etc. (Mrinmoy De 
et al., 2008, Vaseem et al., 2010, Potara, 2012, Gardikiotis, 2012, Espita et al., 2012, Kiran et al., 2014). It is considered 
that inorganic nanoparticles due to the new properties, could modify metabolic pathway of living organisms. The 
application of inorganic nanoparticles at the cultivation of microorganisms represents a recent research domain of 
nanobiotechnology (Nasr , 2015, Eden Mahendra, 2011). Recent studies have demonstrated that more frequent 
nanoparticles side effects on  cells are: a) nanoparticles uptake by cells followed by the interruption of ATP production  and 
DNA replication; b) the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), that leads to cell apoptosis; c) nanoparticles induced 
cell membrane damages (Sahayaraj, Rajesh, 2011). Insufficient amount of available data on the results of the evaluation of 
nanoparticles effect on living organisms that tended to be piecemeal has created difficulties of estimating the impact and 
risks of nanoparticles application in different domains. 

Metallic nanoparticles are of great importance. The properties of nanoparticles could be magnetic, bactericidal 
and catalytic depending on metals. It's important to emphasis the effect of nanoparticles from the perspective of enhancing 
the technological properties for different opportunities. Biotechnological perspectives on the application of ZnO 
nanoparticles in different domains are mentioned in some publications (Espita et al, 2012; Vaseem et al., 2010).  
Comparative with other antimicrobial agents, TiO2 NPs have attracted a lot of attention due to the high stability, absence 
of toxicity, low cost, bioactive activity. According to special literature data, minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of 
nanoparticles varies and depends on the microorganism selected for study (Pişkin et al., 2013). The possible mechanisms 
of TiO2 action on cellular level have been investigated by other researchers (El-Said et al., 2014; Minju al., 2013) which 
have characterized some processes of nanoparticles application. The important properties of magnetic iron oxide 
nanoparticles (NPs) destined for biomedical and biotechnological  application have been mentioned in scientific papers of 
some researchers (Hongtao Cui et al., 2013; Kiran et al., 2014). An important type of Fe3O4 nanoparticles is of great interest 
for biomedicine due to the superparamagnetism and biocompatibility (Guiden et al., 2004).  

In the context of developing of technological possibilities of elaboration of new bioproducts for the utilization 
in different domains of national economy, it is important to study the nanoparticles effect on development and metabolites 
production at yeasts with biotechnological destination. Thereby, this work aims to determine the mechanism of action of 
nanoparticles on microorganisms by focusing of the effect of selected nanoparticles on processes  affecting biosynthesis of 
cell components.  

The propose for research important scientific problem consists in identification of Saccharomyces and 
Rhodotorula yeast response to the nanoparticles action of some metals depending on concentration and dimension for the 
following investigations regarding processes the biosynthesis modelation of bioactive principles of biotechnological 
interest. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
   Strains, culture medium, cultivation conditions. The following yeast strains: Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
CNMN-Y-18 selected as mannoproteins producer (Usatîi et al., 2013), Saccharomyces cerevisiae CNMN-Y-20 as β-
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glucans producer (Chiselița et al., 2010), Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-30 as carotenoids producer were used for the 
study. 

TiO2, ZnO, Fe3O4 nanoparticles elaborated by the researchers of the Institute of Electronic Engineering and 
Nanotechnologies of Academy of Sciences of Moldova (Guțul et al., 2014). Nanoparticles, besides magnetite, were 
stabilized by polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). Suspension of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was obtained using the method previously 
described by (Oterro-Gonzalez et al., 2013). Concentrations of nanoparticles used at the yeast cultivation varied depending 
on the aim of experiment. The variant without application of nanoparticles served as control sample.  

The YPD fermentation medium (Aguilar-Uscanga et al., 2003) specific for selected yeast strains was used for 
inoculation and submerged cultivation of yeasts. The submerged cultivation was carried out in depth capacity 1 liter 
Erlenmeyer flask, shaker (200 rpm.) at temperature of 25ºC, aeration rate 80,0...83,0 mg/L, the duration of cultivation 120 
hours. Yeast cells, in an amount of 5%, 2x106 cells/ml were inoculated on the liquid medium. 

Methods. Protein was determined spectrophotometrically by the Lowry method (Lowry et al., 1951) using 
bovine serum albumin as standard. The content of total carbohydrates in yeasts biomass was determined using PG T60 VIS 
spectrophotometer at wavelength of 620 nm with the utilization of anthron reagent and D-glucose as standard (Dey et al., 
1993). The β-glucans content in the yeast biomass was determined gravimetrically as described (Thammakiti et al., 2004). 
Mannoproteins content was determined gravimetrically according to the method (Liu Hong-Zhi et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 
1999). Carotenoids pigments were extracted from yeast biomass and measured spectrophotometrically (Frengova et al., 
1994, El-Banna Amr et al., 2012, Tămaș et al., 1986).  Statistical processing of obtained results was effectuated with set of 
programs Statistics 7. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

30 nm TiO2 and 10 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles were used to establish the role of the 
nanoparticles concentrations in the cultivation process of yeasts Rhodotorula and Saccharomyces. 
The modification of cultivation conditions of yeasts may induce the formation of reactive oxygen 
species. Carotenoids pigments being the essential components with free radical 
scavenging property have an important role in regulation of oxidative stress and its negative 
consequences. The role of carotenoids in adaptive cell reaction present a great interest. The 
statistical analysis of experimental data on influence of TiO2 nanoparticles on Rhodotorula gracilis 
CNMN-Y-30 pigmented yeast strain have revealed the significant decrease of carotenoids content 
at the application of different nanoparticles concentrations. The correlation among pigments 
content and applied concentration of nanoparticles has demonstrated a strong association R2 = 
0,940 (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. The influence of TiO2 nanoparticles on carotenoids content in biomass Rhodotorula 

gracilis CNMN-Y-30 depending on concentration. 
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 Under the influence of another type of Fe3O4 nanoparticles the β-carotene content, one of 
the base indices of adaptive response of pigmented yeast strain Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-30 
was reduced depending on concentration with 34,5... 85,5%. Low concentrations of Fe3O4 
nanoparticles are less active than concentrations that surpass the values of 10 mg/l. The correlation 
between the nanoparticles concentration and β-carotene content was evident and was expressed by 
coefficient of correlation R2 = 0,902 (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2. The influence of Fe3O4 nanoparticles on β-carotene content in biomass of Rhodotorula 

gracilis CNMN-Y-30 depending on concentration 
 

The effect of TiO2 nanoparticles on mannoproteins biosynthesis at Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae CNMN-Y-18 strain depending on concentration was significant, also. The obtained 
results have demonstrated that mannoproteins content increased with 11,9-22,6 % simultaneously 
with the nanoparticles concentration (Figure 3). The highest values of mannoproteins content were 
obtained at concentration limits 10-15 mg/L. This effect was caused by the property of yeast cells 
to uptake nanoparticles inducing redistribution of nutritive medium components and activation of 
carbohydrate metabolism. Thus, such an analysis of interrelation between the mannoproteins 
content and nanoparticles concentration can serve as a confirmation that has established a moderate 
ascending correlation (R2 = 0,556), that argue the hypothesis of the existence of some interrelation 
in the base of which, according to the regression equation, could be prognosticated the selected 
indices.  

 
Figure 3. The effect of TiO2 nanoparticles on mannoproteins accumulation at Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae CNMN-Y-18 strain depending on concentration. 
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   Thereby, it can be affirmed that the study of influence of TiO2 și Fe3O4 nanoparticles on 
Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-30 and Saccharomyces cerevisiae CNMN-Y-18 strains has 
revealed that the nanoparticles effect was dependent on concentration that provided alterations of 
processes of bioactive principles biosynthesis depending on selected biotechnological object. TiO2 
and Fe3O4 nanoparticles have a high capacity to inhibit biosynthesis of carotenoid pigments  and 
to induce the mannoproteins biosynthesis.  
   Another actual scientific problem was the study of peculiarities of nanoparticles action 
depending on dimension. The investigations devoted to the elucidation of the impact of ZnO 
nanoparticles on yeasts have demonstrated that the 30 nm dimensions have the capacity to stimulate 
the biosynthesis of proteins, carbohydrates, β-glucans at Saccharomyces cerevisiae CNMN-Y-20 
yeast strain, qualities that did not manifest other nanoparticles with 10 nm dimensions (Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4. Content of proteins, carbohydrates and β-glucans in Saccharomyces cerevisiae CNMN-

Y-20 biomass at the cultivation in presence of ZnO nanoparticles with different dimensions. 
 

  The similar effects were obtained in the case of study of influence of Fe3O4 nanoparticles 
on biosynthesis pigmented yeast strain Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-30. The research revealed 
that nanoparticles with 30 nm dimension possessed benefic effects on biosynthesis of cellular 
components, compared to other nanoparticles of 10 nm that inhibited the biosythesis of proteins, 
carbohydrates, carotenoids, the last being a part of category of micromolecular antioxidants that 
protect cells against free radical damage (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Proteins, carbohydrates, carotenoids pigments content in the Rhodotorula  gracilis 

CNMN-Y-30 biomass at the cultivation in presence of Fe3O4 nanoparticles with different 
dimensions. 

 
 Thus, the determination of bioactive principles content modifications at Saccharomyces and 
Rhodotorula yeasts under the influence of ZnO and Fe3O4 nanoparticles has revealed various cell 
response induced by nanoparticles action depending on dimension. Nanoparticles with the 
dimensions under 30 nm used at the yeasts cultivation were more toxic as compared with those 
with larger dimensions. These effects were established by the determination of proteins, 
carbohydrates, carotenoids pigments content. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 Thus, summarizing obtained results, it can be affirmed that new information regarding the 
peculiarities of action of TiO2, ZnO, Fe3O4 nanoparticles on Saccharomyces and Rhodotorula yeast 
strains. TiO2, ZnO, Fe3O4 nanoparticles induced alteration in synthesis of cellular components of 
studied yeast strains. Major factors determining cell response to the action of metallic nanoparticles 
are concentration and dimension. The important indices of this adaptive reaction are proteins, 
carbohydrates, including β-glucans and mannoproteins, and carotenoids pigments content.  

The results obtained at the establishment of the characteristics of influence of TiO2, ZnO, 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles on biosynthetic processes at Saccharomyces cerevisiae CNMN-Y-18, 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae CNMN-Y-20 and Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-30 can serve as a 
platform for following investigations to modulate biosynthesis of bioactive substances of 
biotechnological interest.  
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The research has important implications both from theoretical aspect for the explanation 
or confirmation of some fundamental hypotheses of the influence of nanoparticles on yeasts, and 
from practical aspect for the elaboration of some procedures for obtaining of bioactive principles 
of great interest. 
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